YOUR NEXT READ
Romantic Suspense Fiction
Under Currents
by Nora Roberts

Shelter in Place

Discovering unexpected allies when his
successful father's rages spiral out of control,
Zane draws strength and insights from the
darkness of the past to create a healthier
family in adulthood. By the best-selling
author of the In Death series.

by Nora Roberts
A group of survivors navigate trauma and
recovery challenges in the aftermath of a
mass shooting at a movie theater, an event
that inspires a career in law enforcement,
triggers devastating PTSD and gives way to
an escaped killer's plot to orchestrate an
event with an even higher death toll.

Troublemaker

After Sundown

Sent to a remote location when an
unknown enemy begins targeting members
of his paramilitary group, dedicated
operative Morgan Yancy fights his growing
feelings for small-town police chief Isabeau
Maran, whose life is put in danger by her
discovery of Morgan's secret.

Sela Gordon, the shy owner of a Tennessee
general store, prefers solitude, but if anyone
can chip away at her protective shell, it’s the
handsome, mysterious, ex-military man
who’s been hiding for two years in the wilds
of Cove Mountain.

by Linda Howard

The Me I Used To Be
by Jennifer Ryan

Inheriting her late father's ranch after
serving time in prison, Evangeline navigates
family hostilities and attempts to clear her
name with the help of her arresting officer,
who now believes in her innocence.

Hello Again
by Brenda Novak

Evelyn Talbot, a psychiatrist at a maximumsecurity prison in remote Alaska, gets
worried when a murder occurs on the
outside that is linked to her past and to the
high school boyfriend who tortured her and
left her for dead

by Linda Howard

Desperate Girls
by Laura Griffin

When a vicious murderer she once helped
prosecute resurfaces and launches a killing
spree to avenge himself against those who
put him behind bars, a successful defense
attorney is forced to investigate a disturbing
case from her past and hire a private
bodyguard to protect her.

Knox

by Susan May Warren
After a woman who is running from the
nightmare of a violent assault enters his life,
rancher Knox Marshall will have to choose
between becoming her protector or saving
the Marshall legacy when her past threatens
his family

Outfox

Wired

A latest thriller by the best-selling author of
Tailspin and Seeing Red features Sandra
Brown’s signature combination of steamy
romance and high-suspense plot twists.

A beautiful computer genius reluctantly
partners with a bad-boy FBI agent to hunt
down a cybercriminal in exchange for
leniency for her troubled brother, an
arrangement that is compromised by their
growing attraction

by Sandra Brown

by Julie Garwood
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